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AbstracÈ

This paper contains the reasons why it ís irnportant to undertake
action/research on the cultural aspects of conservation, which has been
recognized as an element much underenphasized in the lforld Conservation
Strategy and in environmenÈal and developnent planning generally. Certainlythere is some promising work going on or planned and the object is to build on
and stinulate these initiatives. A dossier of concrete proposals are put
forward, on which ínterested parties are invited to comment or to proposeadditíonal ideas,



CULTURE AND CONSERVATION

A PLAN FOR ACTION/RESEARCL

The Isth session of the General Assembly of the IUCN in Christchurch, New

Zealand, in October 1981, recognized Èhe importance of the cultural
heritage of mankind and of the role of cultures, parÈicularly traditional
cuIÈures in conservation and the wider processes of development. The
Assenbly recommended that heads of governments, ministers, members of
legislatures, administrators, planners and conservationists:

(a) t,ake into account the still existing very large reservoir of
traditional knowledge philosophy ãnd experÍence within local cultures
which must provide a significant basis for the evolution of future
managêment policies and planning actions;

(b) provide the means for local people who maintain ecologically sound
practices to play a prinary role in aII stages of development in the
area they identify $rith, so that Èhey can participate and benefiÈ
directly, in a manner which is consistent with their values, Èime
frames and decision-making processes?

(c) seek conÈinuous support of Èhese local people in shaping and
implementing conservation strategies, programmes and plans, in order
to considerably increase present conservation potentials for achieving
the goals of Èhe World ConservaÈion Strategyi and

(d) foster further research into traditional life styles and human ecology.

As a follow-up to Èhe General Assembly a meeting was convened in Morges in
November 1982 by the IUCI{ Com¡nission on Environmental Planning which had
as a major focus the relationships between culture and conservationr/l.
It was recognized that cultural data on behaviour and motivation vis-à-vis
nature are rarely used though they often condit,ion the success or failure
of conservation projects. Such data do exist but have not been assembled,
nor analysed in a conservation perspective.

IÈ was proposed to gather general information on the ways in which
behaviour, motivation and cultural patterns function and are transmitted
in human societies, to analyse how Èhey relate to nature, to see how they
would apply in some specific cases and to identify which are of a general
character and which are related only to a partícu1ar society.

I See Proceedíngs of the 13th Annual Meeting of the IUCN Commission on
Environmental Planning, Morges (Novernber 1982) .
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It was suggested that principles for the evaluaÈion and implementation of
conservation projects should be developed to enable the maintenance and
reinforcement of positive attitudes Èowards nature and the modification of
those which are less positive. The process of environmental planning must
exhibit a sensitivity to the need and culture of local populations. fn
order to achieve this, it is necessary to involve local peopre in the
whole process of development planning. Traditional systems of resource
use often, although not always, incrude elements contributing to
environmentally sound and sustainable use of these resources. WhiIe
current population and other pressures and advances (in science and
technology) may carr for drastj.c changes in traditional systems of
resource use' serious attenpts need to be made to preserve and incorporate
the desirable elenents of traditional practices into modern systems.
conservation efforts should preferably be combined with efforts to meet
other immediate needs of local populations such as health care.

A number of specific projects were generated from Èhe Morges meeÈing and
in discussions and reflecÈion afterwards. This dossier contains an
expansion of these reflections, including working defínitions, a frame and
then a set of specific projects proposals.

2. DEFTNITIONS

One thing is becoming clear as the IUCN and Commission on Environmental
Planning in particular move forward with culture and conservation
prograrnmes and that is the need to be more specific in focus and to
concentrate on Èhose elements which are essential to conservaÈion and are
most. appropriate to environrnentar planning. There are various and
confusing definitions of culÈures and many gaps in inforrnation. We are
clearly most interested in cerÈain aspects of culture (in the singular
understood as a set of ideas) and certain kinds of cultures (in the plural
understood as groups of people) .

3. PREMISES

From the discussions and papers the following premises may form the basis
for orienting projects.

(r) Grass Roots Ideas are Most Si qnificant

our interest is in what loca1 people actualry want (even though Èhere
may be conflicting wants within locar groups and even individuals) .
curture can be seen as a set of ideas, or popular attitudes, and can
be contrasted with some earlier definitions of culture (e.g. unesco's
Encyclopedia of The Social Sciences, 1964) which stressed behaviour,
what peopl-e actually did (or rather outside observations of what theydid). Culture for us night also be conÈrasted with needs (including
basic needs) which are also outside inÈerpretations of what locar
peopre qranÈ. curture in the sense of these ideas is comprehensive.
rt is worth quoting in furt the transration of the definition
suggested by the francophone discussion group aÈ Morges 'r (culture) is
the (ensembre) of sign, signals, symbols, represent,ations, models,
attitudes, varues, eÈc. inherent to sociat rife. culture is not
isorat.ed from social life, it penetrates al1 aspecÈs of society, from
economy to politics, from food Èo sexuality, from arts to technology,
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from health to reL!gion/2,' . Culture in this sense j.s very diverse
and can form the base for alternative, non-conventionar forms of
conservation and devel0pment drawn from the cult.urar heritage
( incruding notabry traditionar art forms) , as welr as recent local
innovations.

(2) Culture Reflect,s the Loeal ( smalI-scale Value System

The economic dimension is very inportanÈ and provides a major link
with another CEP group working on cosÈ-benefit. Many cost-benefiÈ andother guantitative analyses give eguations from Èhe þoint of view ofthe larger sociar structures (particularry the nation sÈate) , rather
than what is of varue to the rocar people which may not only be in
increases in income. rncome opportunities in fact may be ignored iflocal independence or culÈural identiÈy is threatened. Local cultural
varues are often carried forward by tocal self-reriant, groups, e.g.
h¡omenrs groups. tradition may be significant, but perhaps more often
the most effective dynarnics are an amalgam of ord and new.

(3) I'tany Cultures are Threatened

Some cultures' (possibly a very large number) are threatened and ofÈen
because their ecosystems are threatened Èoo. These cult,ures represent
an urgent focus for research and action, Quite often they are
subnaÈional units which are socially, economically and politicallydeprived. An extreme example are the tribal peoples as defined by the
worrd Bank and said Èo number over 200 million/3 (or 4t of the
worldrs population) and are called by the Bank "the poorest of the
poor" and are maybe even an"endangered species" exposed to major
healÈh as well as environmental risks. There are many other
sub-cultures; one recenÈ estimate has put the grobal figure at over2'000 many of which are also threatened both by acculturation and by
the massive forces of migration.

(4) Cultures Are Not fsolated or tatic

Very few cultures can maintain enough social geographical distance toretain Èheir pristine identities. Top down forces are omnipresent andgiven the technological revolution (N.8. the telecommunications front)this intrusion will undoubtedly increase. rt is probable thaÈ nanypeoples in these cul-Èures, especiarry young people, want some kind ofcontact. There is everywhere a massive motivation to migrate, a
widespread demand for imported goods and services, for prestige if for
no other reason. The very preservation of indigenous or local
culturar values may depend on outside institutions (including
conservationists) rediscovering and offering back cultural values to

)

'ì

S. Guindani & M. BassandT L982, Maldéveloppenent régional et identité -Presses Polytechniques Romandes - Lausanne

The ILO estimate is 300 million.
Economic Development, Washington.

See iüorld Bank, L982, Tribal peoples and
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the people as a form of consciousness-raising. rn this process a
maximum use has t,o be made of communicaÈion processes, especialry
invorving young people. consideration should be given toparticipating quite fulry in the uN rnternaÈional youth year 1985.

(s) Participation and the Future

There is a necessity for locar participation and direction in any
projects affecting local cultures and particularly to involve them innational or locar conservation straÈegies. partiãipation is now a
buzz-word buÈ is often only a token gesture in environmental planning
and sometimes abused by national authorities. A fundamentat Èask isto create situations of real (not manipurated) communication anddialogue. The telecommunications revolution nay offer a gorden
opportunity here for cross-curturar contacts, and for including Èhosepeople within cultures ofÈen excluded from pÌanning for the fuËure
though crearly telecommunications is a two edgedsword and ways havealso to be found for preventing the manípu1atíon of the media to
control and even destroy t.raditionar and subcultural ideas.

(6) Special Roles for Women, Young Peopl e and t,he Aqed

In fact a major need is Èo find appropriate roles in the environment,al
planning process for young people and women. Efforts should be madeto be involved fully in the preparations, for exampre, for the
rnternationar youth year 1985. speciar attention might be paid, forexample' to an expanded role for youth groups, to greaÈer youth
representation in the environmental pranning nechanism. !{ays should
be examined too of ensuring more effective mecahnisms for wãmen and
young people to be able to enjoy more fulry their righÈs to the land
and the environment, to their cultural heritage, to a beÈter quality
of life as set out in Èhe universal Declaration of Human Rights.

(7) The tance of fnteg rated Intersectoral Approaches

Environmental planning cannot proceed in isolat,ion from the other
sectors and ways need to be found to link together not only the
sectors but also the top-down mechanisms and the bott,om up
organizations.

4. IMMEDIATE ACTIONS

If we accept these premises, aÈ least in theír broad outline, a number of
concrete steps seem clear first to provide a synthesis of existing
knowredge, secondly for suggestinq highly relevant projects.

A start has already been made by collecting together a general series ofpapers on the relationship between culture and conservation, both from thepoints of view of different disciplines (environmenÈal pranning, raw,anthropology, sociology, economics, etc.) and of specific culÈúres indifferent ecosystems. Together with these case studies, will be includeda special series relating to indigenous peopres in protected areas
collected by lUCNrs Commission on National parks and protected Areasr/4.

l"lcNeely J. and Mi11er K., 1983, National parks, providing Material with
the Means !o Survive - Proceedings of Èhe lforld Congress on National
Parks, Bali, Indonesia.

4
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This collection, which will also contain a bibliography will be published
in the middte of, L983/5. Although not intended to be a comprehensive
survey of the field or a detailed analysis, 20 or more papers in Èhecollection will be representative of our present knowteãgé and indicativeof where more research and action is needed. There exists no comparable
volume in the liÈerature and it is most important thaÈ such materials are
widely disseminated and discussed. The programme will then build on thispublication and the reactions to it.

The relevant information avaílable on Èhe cultural contexts especially
arþngst tribar peopres is then guiÈe rarge but generarized, spãtty in
coverage, geographicarly scattered, and often submerged in other
materÍa1s. Efforts should be made to gather this iniormation eogetherquickly and systemaÈically and in a form whÍch can easily be retrieved andused. A set of cultural traits, which could be most relevant for
conservation and environmenÈal planning should be compiled - especially
rel-ating to tribal and indigenous peoples. Such a checklist courd be usedto compile a sort of redbook of curtures. The sources for such a
compilation would be existing accôunts (as the World Bank for example has
suggested in Tribal Peoples and Econonic Development, Lgg2l extended tocover most Èhreatened subcultures, based on data assembled by such bodÍes
as survival rnternational, Minority Rights Group (London) , culturalsurvivar (usA), the Fourth rdorld Movements, etc. together wiÈh
anthropological materials already classified for example in the Human
Rerations Area Files or in some specialized libraries (e.g. at oxford).
However' such materials are not always fine tuned enough for our specificinterests nor necessarily up Èo date in what are often fast changingsituations. Also necessary would be some kind of questionnaire - to avariety of networks (includíng notably CEP) and local correspondents inthe subcultures themselves especialry those who have identified
environmental planning needs, e.g. as at, the I98l NGo meeting in Geneva on
rndigenous Peoples and the Land. such networks arready exist andinformation might be quickly assenbled. such information might be
presented qualitativery at first simpry to give an indicatíon ofsituations at high risk, needing urgent research,/action. Such preliminary
materiars might be used to serècÈ some peoples where case studies ofgreater depth might be carried out.

The question of tribar and indigenous peoples though very imporÈant isonry one aspect of the culture/conservat,ion problemat,igue. it i"
necessary as well to link conservation more closely to major developmentissues. one of these is certainly population, though "" ln" preparations
for the International Population Conference in Mexico (I9g4) ãre showingthe population-environment rerationship is not simpre and popuration
planning has suffered too from Èhe neglect of cultural factors. Thespecific proposals which follow reflect then the parameters for a closerlinking of conservation and environmental planning to the cultural
dímension within national plans.

5. McNeely J. and piÈt D.c., 19g3, culÈure and conservation.



5. PROPOSED PROJECT SUMMARTES

I curture and conservation Anongst tribar and rndÍgenous people

II Guidelines for rncorporating Population Factors into environmentar
Pranning Processes for NatÍonar conservation strategies

rrr Grass Roots rdeas on the Links Between population Growth and
Conservatlon

IV The Rore and potentiar of womenrs Groups in popuration Related
Conservation Rctivities

V Youth and the FuÈure Environment

The Promotion of curÈure Rerated to conservaÈíon and Environment
Planning Themes

VI



P ECT PROPOSAL S NO. I

1. Short TiÈl-e - CULTURE AND CONSERVATION A},IONGST TRIBAL AND INDIGENOUS
PEOPLE.

2. Brief Purpose - To provide summaries of curturar- features which rerateto conservation and environmental planning of those
peoples generally recognized as tribal groups, i.e.small populations relatively isolated from ãnd
subordinate to the dominant socíety. These summaries
should reflect primarity the interpretations and
aspírations of the local people themselves.

3 Definítions - There are many definitÍons, the most explicit perhaps
being that of the World Bank (Economic Oevelopment andTribal Peoples - Human Ecorogic considerations , Lgg2 -1981 p. s) .

"The term "tribal peopler'r often shorÈened to Èribal

Such a defínition may give over 500 tribal groups,
though these are not expliciÈly named, in the World
Bank Report. Elsewhere the notion of raboriginalityr
(e.9. for the organization Survival International) orrindigenous, has been added, implying also a long term
occupancy in, and righÈs to a given piece of territory
and environment. As important are Èhe labels the
people themselves put on their own social groupings,
e.g. as defined at international conferences rike the
NGO Conference on Indigenous peoples and the Land
convened in Geneva in 1981. These definitions wouldall give a long list and possibly a start could be
made with those tribal people in whose territory there
are also significant, conservation problems,
particurarly where the people themserves conceive that
there is a problern. In many cases tribat peoples so
concerned are those where a subsist.ence economy
closely linked Èo Èhe environment is (or was)
important.

4. Basic ldea - The basic idea is to produce a loose leafed book which
can be used in the conservation process, by both
planners and the people. For each tribal people there
could therefore be a dossier of informaÈion which is
tikely to aid the process of achieving the maximum of
self-reliance ín the conservation and development
process, but also aid those planning national and
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internatÍonal strategies. The material would beclassified into a variety of headings which should
include the following broad sections (not in order ofpriority):

1

2

Dencaraphy - population size, Trends, Distribution.
Development Indicators (e.g. physical eualiÈy ofLÍfe fndex - infant mortality, expectancy of life,Iiteracy.

3

4

out'side rntrusions on the Environment and culture.

Traditional Environmental Cultural practices
relating to conservation (with indications of
whether these have posÍtive or negative
interferences) .

5. Introduced Conservation Measures.

6. Recent Relevant SocÍal Changes.

7. Peoples Aspirations Relating to the Quality ofLife and Environment in the future.

8. Local conceptions of Nature and the Environment.

9. Local Cultural and Art Forms related to the
Environment.

10. Improvements for the future.

11. Possibilities
Process.

for Participation in the planning

I A survey of the existing literature and
docurnentation.

A rather openended euestionnaire to both outsiders
who know the culture intimately and to insiders
who may wish to express opinions or give advÍce.

20-30 pages per tribal group.

An effort would be made to cover 20-30 groups, pêEyear' starting as soon as possible. The case studies
could be started in Èhe second year.

5. Methods -

6. OuÈpuÈ -

7. Time-table -

2



1. Short Title -

2. Basic Aims -

3. l4ethods & plan of
Work -

PROJECT PROPOSAL SUÌI4.[,!ARY NO. II

GUIDELINES FOR INCORPOR.ATING POPULATION FACTORS INTO
EI{VIRONMENTAL PLANNING PROCESSES FOR NATIONAL
CONSERVATION STRATEGIES .

It has been recognised that there are inadegucies and
gaps in the social and cultural aspects of the World
Conservation Strategy. The poputation element is oneof the weak links. It remalns unclear as to how
exacÈIy population and conservation strategies should
be linked up as part of an integrated, intersectoral
approach. This requires first the creation of an
anaryticar model where the two elements are combined
erçhasizing the common ground. A special focus of
attention should be the cultural dimension, how people
conceive of the populatíon/environnent links now and
especially in the future and how their maximum
participation in both activities can be best assured
in a mutually reinforcing fashion. Finally there
should be an exploration of those intersectoral
mechanisms, at national, district and integration,
wherever possibre, particurarly at locar lever workingin the context of grass roots and traditionally
accepted cultural norms.

Case studies in those countries where national
conservation straÈegies are nost advanced. particular
atÈention would be given to the deveroping countries
in this category (Belize, Madagascar, Malaysia, Nepal,
Philippines, Senegal, Sri Lanka, Uganda, zambia) as
well as in a selected nunber of developíng countríes
where family planning strategies are working well.
However a smaller nunber of case studies could be
carried out in developed countreis especially those
where some measure of integration has been achieved
and where some useful lessons might be learnt from
these successes (e.g. New Zealand, ftaly,
C zechoslovak Í a) ,

National consulÈants would be commissioned to write a
paper on their or¡rn country, summarizing the sÍtuation
and naking concrete suggestions for more effective
future planning. The reporÈs would be published,
offered to governments and also prepared in a form
which would add complemenÈary materiar to the general
discussion on alternative approaches to the World
Conservation Strategy.



1. Short Title -

2. Brief Purpose -

3 Plan of Ç{ork -

4. Methods -

5. Output -

PROJECT PROPOSAL SUMMARY NO. ITI

GRASS ROOTS IDEAS ON THE LINKS BETWEEN POPULAT]ON
GROWTH AND CONSERVATION.

To gather information on the different ways in which
particularly traditional culÈures víew the
relationships between population numbers and
conservation of resources and the environment. The
idea is to see to what extent tradiÈiona1 social
practices relating to both population control and
sustainable use of resources might be used in 'rbottom
up" population and environment programme. A basic
premíse is that too often both population and
environmental programmes ignore whaÈ people actually
want, and therefore inpose on them inappropriate and
ineffective teehnologies and policies.

To carry out case studies in situation where there are
different ¡npulation environment,/conservation
relationships. For example IUCN/CEp is planning work
on indigenous and tribal peoples which often have had
a static or declining population as well as a very
close relationship to the environment and a
consíderable conservation lore. The dynamics of these
situatíons may afford useful lessons on attitudes and
behaviour relating to population control. A smal1
number of such groups would be chosen from different
ecosystems. Comparative groups could also be studied
where there is major population growth. In both the
high and low population growth groups another variable
could be the degree of penetration of outside ideas,
capital and institutions.

From existing documentation including the archives and
materials being gathered at the IUCN, possible
supplemented by an information guestionnaire to the
IUCN/CEP culture and conservaÈÍon netr¡rork.

A book conÈaining both analyses and the case sÈdies,
and including policy recommendations.



l. Short Title -

2. Erlef Purpose - (i)

3 l.lethods -

4 Outputs -

PROJECT PROPOSAL SIJMMARY NO. IV

TTTE ROLE AND POTENTIAL OF WOMENIS GROUPS IN POPULÀTION
RELATED CONSERVATION ACTIVITIES.

to collect together case studies of siÈuations
in developing countries where women groups at
grass roots level have carried out conservation
activiÈies or where there are plans for such
acÈivities;

(ii) to see what is the potential of womenrs groups
involved in population relaÈed activities
extending their work in the conservaÈion field.

(i) Analysis of the existíng literature and
docu¡nentation;

(ii) questionnaÍre to national conservation
correspondents;

(iii) analysis of studíes and experiences ín
population related organizations like the IppC.

A shorÈ book.



PROJECT PROPOSAL SIJMMARY NO. V

YOUTH AND THE FUTURE EN/IRONI¡ÍE!{T -
A PROGR.AMME FOR IYY, 1985

I The Need for a Progranme

There are very few activities planned yet for ryy which involve young
people Ín relation to better planning for the environment/l and
conservation.

Youth and youth groups are vitally interested in their environment, in
both the natural and cultural heriÈage, and are most anxious about the
future of the environment and the need for conservation.

Youth have relatively few opportunities to participate in environmental
planning processes.

The various relevant environmenÈal declarations of the United Wations/2
over the special rights of young people provÍde guiderÍnes for
conservation whilst human rights declaration call for young people to have
full access to the environment to be protected from exploitation, and to
be assured of living their future in situations where the guality of life
is assured/3.

There is a need Èo bring together Èhe two streams of concern for the
environmenÈ and young people in joint progra¡nmes.

1. The Report of the Ad Hoc InÈeragency consultation
L0-LL/6/82 Annex II, p.22, mentions only the ItNEp
Project which was to celebrate the anniversary of
meeting, some educational activities and an ESCAP
mentioned in 1985.

on IYY, Vienna,
rFor every Chitd a Treel
the 1972 Stockhol¡n
workshop. Nothíng is

2

3

E.g. the World Charter for Nature proclained by the General Assembly, 14
October 1982 and the ilçortant environmental declarations on Èhe 70s
(Stockholm' Founex Cocoyoc) provide the franework buÈ do not specifically
spell ouÈ the role of young people. Si¡nilar comments may also be made
about the l{orld Conservation Strategy.

A key clause is in the International Convenant or Economic & Social
Rights' Art.25, which guarantees the full and free use of natural wealth
and resources. The Universal Declaration of ltuman Rights has nany clauses
rerating to standards of livlng (e.g. Art.25) rights to a healthy
environment, particípation in the cultural as well as physical heriÈage
(Art. 27), freedon from all kinds of exploitation (see also the Convenant
supra Art. 10 whilst the Declaration on the Promotion among youth of the
Ideals of Peace Mutual Aspect and UndersÈanding emphasizes the need (e.g.
Principle v) to encourage youth associations. Although work is arso
proceedÍng in the UN on protecting and promoting Èhe more specific righÈs
of young people, these declarations are slow moving and unlikely t,o be
ready by lgeS.

-l
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2. What the Proqramme Would Oo

Several activities are suggested:

National and local studies of whaÈ young actually want, what are their
environmental plans for the fu¡-ure. These would Ínclude studies of
both Èhose cultures who sti1l live close to the natural environment
(e.g. tribal/indigenous peoples) as well as minoritÍes, migrants
sub-cultures, etc,

A Charter for Young People (to include significanÈ number of
Environmental and conservat,ion elements) .

A public awareness campaign linking youth and the environment, calling
for a new approach.

A series of studies to prepare informative books and audio-vÍsual
materÍa1s on existng knowledge about the envÍronment and conservaÈion
especially traditional and curtural aspects, f.ot use in new curricula
in schools and in open learning systems.

The identification of youth organizations who are interested and
prepared to participate in workshops, seninars etc. and in activities
related Èo the planning process. The supply of materials or other
assistance to these groups.

Preparation of a directory.

Guidelines for use of the media (f,/, radÍo, press) to encourage debate
and dialogue on the role youth should pray in the protection of the
environnent.

Establishment of a continuing mechanÍsm to continue colrecting,
disseninating ínformation, animating activities, etc.

Facilitating the exchange of students from different cultures to work
on courses related Èo conservation and envionmental planníng.

3. Who Should Carry Out Èhe Programme

UN Division of Human Ríghts and the Comission for Envirnmental planning,
rnternational union for conservation of Nature and Natural Resources, the
latter working through local conmission members and local youth groups.

4 Ti¡ne-tabIe

The activities should start well before 1985; in fact as soon as the
necessary resources are obtained by the end of 1983. The corunissioning
of papers should be completed during the first part of 1984 so Èhat all
the materÍals are ready by 1985. A comprehensive final report would be
prepared by the early part of 1986.



I Short TiÈle -

2. Brief Purpose -

3. PIan of Work -

PROJECT PROPOSAI¡ SUMMÀRY NO. VI

THE PROTI{OTION OF CULTURS RELATED TO CONSERVATION AND
EI.IVIRONIIENIAL PLANNING THHI{ES.

To collect innovative art, music, IiteraÈure,
theatrical and craft expressions from local
cornmunities relating to grass roots ideas on
conservation and environ¡nental planning in developing
countries. These cultural for¡ns often crystallize
both popular wants and the traditional heritage and
are a potent form of promoting social, economic and
political development by comnunicating key ideas
relating to culture and identity.

Four tasks are planned:

(f) It is hoped to have a consultant prepare a study
summarizíng the state of the art, noting
available cultural materials relevant to
conservation and environmental planning and the
uses to which these materials should be put.
Some work has been startedr ê.9. Èhe IUCN/CEP
has already collected a nu¡nber of poems and
songs from Africa. The consultanÈ report would
be published as book with much illustrative
material and recommendations for further actíon.

(2) It is also hoped to produe pilot country studies
for parÈicular art forms, through subcontracts
to country institutions or individuals. Some
suggestions that have been made are Zinbabwe
(tradiÈional songs) , Botswana (folk Èheatre),
Sa¡noa (novels) , Nepal (filn). These wÍlI also
be sununarized in the consultanÈ's report.

It is hoped to start at the rUCN an archive of
cultural materials related Èo the pronotion of
conservation and environmental planning.

(3)

(4) It is hoped to prepare a curricular suitable for
multicultural use in schools and open learning
systems' using cultural materials Èo promote
conservation and better environmental planning '
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